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[See CAU 05/01/92 and 05/08/92 for previous coverage of "revuelto" demands, and protest activities.
For a discussion of the composition and political significance of the revueltos, see article by William
Robinson, this issue (05/22/92).] May 7: Interior Minister Alfredo Mendieta told reporters that
revueltos had agreed to suspend occupation of Villa 15 de Julio, Chinandega department, and
to dismantle roadblocks at the El Guasaule border post, which were obstructing traffic between
Nicaragua and Honduras. Mendieta said the government would commence distribution of titles
to users of land plots distributed previously by the government, and planned to distribute land,
housing and production loans to demobilized recontras and recompas over the next four months.
The minister added that the government had sufficient resources to meet the revueltos' demands.
Government spokespersons reported that revueltos in Masaya, Ocotal, and Esteli had begun
dismantling barricades blocking access to the cities. Cardinal Miguel Obando y Bravo called on the
government to refrain from using public security forces against the revueltos. May 9: Local media
sources reported that recompa and army troops clashed in Matagalpa department. In statements
to Radio Istmo, Ramiro Gurdian, leader of the Superior Private Enterprise Council (COSEP),
accused armed forces chief Gen. Humberto Ortega of secretly orchestrating revuelto activities.
Next, Gurdian asserted that the former EPS soldiers occupying his banana plantation were not
unemployed, but rather property and business owners. He said the Sandinistas were carrying out
armed actions, including occupation of 156 coffee plantations and 250 cattle ranches, in efforts
to recoup "economic power lost" in the February 1990 elections. Gurdian said FSLN directorate
members were all "millionaires" who do not invest in Nicaragua, choosing instead to keep their
assets in foreign banks. May 11: COSEP leader Gurdian reported that his mother and a brother,
Dora Ortiz de Gurdian and Rodrigo Gurdian, respectively, were being held hostage by 500 revueltos
at a banana plantation Gurdian owns in Chinandega department. According to Gurdian, revueltos
have been occupying the plantation since April 28. The two hostages were later released. (Basic data
from Agence France-Presse, 05/07/92; Agencia Centroamericana de Noticias-Spanish news service
EFE, 05/07/92, 05/09/92, 05/11/92; Notimex, 05/11/92)
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